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OBJECTIVE: 
 An alternative and fun way to demonstrate GOD’s creation  

 An easy way to show how extremely Large, Small and Complex God’s creation is 
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NOTE:  For those who do not like reading background and detailed instructions, you can skip this part below 

and go directly to Annexure A which covers this, but in summary format.  However, you might not 

understand what you doing…: 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Ok, so you bought a sand bucket, a shovel and a net for those small fish in the rock pools you almost never 

manage to catch and you are on your way to the coast!?  Apart from swimming, fishing, sand castles and picking 

up shells, what else can you do to keep your children busy?   

 

What about using something small and at your disposal to illustrate something BIG?  Confused?  Well, below are 

some things you can demonstrate by using the sand on that beach (for those going to Namibia and Botswana, even 

the Karoo, there is enough sand there as well). 

  

As parent, I first need to give you some background so that you will understand what you are doing, but if your 

child is still small, they will not really grasp this information, so you can also skip paragraph 2 below and go 

directly to paragraph 3 called “Practical Exercises”, if you want. 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND FOR PARENTS 
2.1 HOW LARGE IS CREATION? 

The actual answer is, “the experts do not really 

know”! (we can only “see” so far and galaxies further 

away are speeding away from us faster and faster..).  There 

is an “Observable” universe, but what is beyond that? (is 

there a “Multiverse”? etc..).   This also applies to how many 

stars (a star is just a Sun like our own burning that emits 

light and that is why we can see them) are out there in the 

universe?   

 

 

Each of these below are Galaxies with billions of starts each! 

 
(and this is just a small patch in the ski and beyond these, there might be 

billions more) 

 

 

Even by using sand grains (all of them in the world), it is difficult to illustrate the number of stars, because all 

the sand on earth is not enough!  Yes, there is apparently more stars in the Universe than all the sand grains on 

all the beaches and deserts on earth! The actual number of stars (suns) out there may even be much more that 

what we think…(due to the fact that we do not know what is beyond the observable universe).    

 

But you can at least illustrate our Milky Way galaxy and its nearest large galaxy “neighbour”, the Andromeda 

(M31) Galaxy, to your children on the beach (HOW will be explained in the next paragraph).  We want to show 

our children how big (based on what our experts estimate) our Milky Way galaxy is and how far away our next 

big galaxy is, all this on your local beach.  I could explain to you how I did all the calculations, but that will take a 

couple of pages and not my purpose here.  Just know that they estimate our Milky Way to be about 100 000 Light 

years across (other sources say it is much more…?), containing around 1 Billion stars (However, the “Milky” 
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clouds in the way make it difficult to really estimate, thus there could be many more), these stars (a Sun like ours) 

is on average about 4 light years apart (by the way, a light year is around 9 460 730 472 580 Km far).  Our nearest 

large galaxy is called M31 (the Andromeda galaxy) and is around 2.6 million light years away (yes that big 

number in Bold above times 2.6 million, thus very very far away), this galaxy is around 260 000 light years across 

and contains an estimated 1 Trillion stars (big numbers and that just for 1 of the billions of galaxies out there).  

M31 is moving towards our galaxy at around 112 Km in 1 second, so we heading for a huge “crash” (do not 

worry, exercise #1 below will show that this will take billions of years due to the vast distances).  Lastly, the 

furthest galaxy we have found so far is 30 Billion light years away, but there could be many further away… (my 

beach illustration below cannot illustrate such distances practically, so I left this out). 

 

Enough on this, my aim is to illustrate the above mind boggling statistics (for two galaxies only) on sand in an 

easy way, but let me cover the next topic as background quickly. 
    

    

2.2 HOW SMALL IS CREATION? 

The actual answer is “the experts do not really know”.  The smallest we know 

of are Quarks (if they really exist) within Atoms, but let us stick with the more 

commonly known Atom.  I am not going to explain them here, but they very 

very small and everything we know and have, are made of atoms (so we just a 

“machine” made of atoms…).  The experts calculate that there are around 

78 000 000 000 000 000 000 atoms in a grain of sand! It looks and sounds a lot, 

but how much is this?   Well, let us put it in perspective with some examples: 

 
 There are around 6 Billion people on earth, that is 6 000 000 000, so nothing compared to the above figure 

or if every person on earth had 6 000 000 000 children each, it would still only be half that figure; 

 The experts say there is an estimated 75 000 000 000 000 000 000 sand grains on earth, so the number of 

atoms in a single grain of sand is the same number as all the sand grains in the world (this is still difficult to 

comprehend?, but it means that if you made all the sand grains in the world as small as an atom each, they 

would all squash into 1 single sand grain!). 

 

 

2.3 HOW COMPLEX IS CREATION? 

 

The actual answer is “the experts do not know”.  

Everything around us (and outside earth in the 

universe) is extremely complex and we making (new) 

discoveries each day.  You can just take the extreme 

complexity of a human’s stomach, or the 2 million 

working “parts” of a single eye, or the amazing design 

of the inner and outer ear, or that of a liver, or any 

insect especially at a Nano scale or a bird, and you 

will be astound at how complex each living thing is (I 

will still attempt a book on this monster one day), but 

for the sand exercise, I need something that is a lot, so 

I have chosen DNA.  DNA is a record of instructions 

telling a cell what it must look like and what its job is 

and each cell has its own job.  Some cells help us see, 
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others make us hear, others carry oxygen or digest 

food or make us feel, etc.  So DNA is the “code” for 

cells and DNA consists of over 3.2 Billion base pairs 

(we will show that on the beach exercise later below).  

 

 

2.4 HOW INSIGNIFICANT IS OUR TIME ON EARTH? 

The actual answer is “We cannot comprehend”.  You probably thought I am going to repeat “the experts do not 

know”?  No, a better response is “We cannot comprehend”, because life on earth ranges from 0 to say 120 years, 

but eternity (forever) is too difficult to comprehend (and explain).  Since eternity is so “much” (much is actually 

not a “practical” word to use), we can try and use sand to just start the illustration.   

 

Ok, enough background, let us get to the exercises below: 

 

 

3. PRACTICAL EXERCISES  
EXERCISE 1: DEMONSTRATING HOW BIG CREATION IS (WELL A SMALL PART OF IT 

ANYWAY) 

Note: I will try and illustrate the number of stars as well as distances between them assuming all sand grains are 

the same size.  

Find a patch of sand 25 meters by 25 meters on the beach and if you want, you can level it out and remove the 

footprints and then draw a circle of 25 meters in diameter.  Find the centre more or less and then measure 6.75 

meters from the centre and place a stick there or make a small hole there.  If you have the energy and a large 

enough beach, you can find another spot 650 meters away and clear that area of 65 meters in diameter (or just 

mark a spot 650 meters away that you can see from your current spot like a small flag or tree branch or stick). The 

25 meter diameter represents our Milky Way which represents 100 000 light years across.  The other circle 650 

meters away would represent our closest local galaxy namely M31.  Sit down with your child and explain the 

following to him/her: 

 The circle of 25 meters represents our Milky Way in size 

 The stick or hole 6.75 meters from the centre is where our sun and earth is from the centre of the Milky Way 

(since each sand grain represents a sun, earth is actually too small to show, but choose any sand grain where 

you placed the stick or made the hole and tell your child that that sand grain represents our sun and this is 

where we are more or less from the centre of the Milky Way) 

 Each sand grain they can see in the 25 meter circle represents a sun like our own 

 The total number of stars in the Milky Way is all the sand you can see in the circle which is more or less 2 

sand grains deep (so the top layer and one more layer just below).  A lot of stars!  

 Since the estimated average distance between stars is 4 light years (they are however further apart at the 

spirals and closer at the centre of the Galaxy bulge), it means that each sand grain which is packed against 

each other on the beach, represents on average 37 842 921 890 323 km apart from each other in the real 

world.  Ok, very difficult to comprehend, so let me give some examples to help explain to your child: 

o If you drove your car at 120 km/h for 10 hours a day (and then rest), it would take you around 90 

million years to travel from one little sand grain to the next little sand grain on the beach (and they 

actually packed against each other on that beach).  So around 90 million years from our Sun to 

Proxima Centauri in a car.  So sit with your child in the circle you made of the “Milky Way”, bend 

down and show them how close the sand grains on the beach are packed against each other and if they 
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were to travel from one little sand grain to the next with a car, it would take 90 million years.  So if 

you wanted to travel across the Milky Way from one side to the other, count all the sand grains in a 

row and multiply that figure by 90 million years and you will see how extremely large and far apart 

our Milky Way really is! So if you wanted to travel to the next closest large galaxy M31, you would 

move one little sand grain by one little sand grain and so on for 650 meters and each little move from 

a sand grain to another would take 90 million years by car! (not to mention the other billions and 

billions of galaxies much much further away…).  

o It would take a speeding bullet shot from an average gun, around 1.6 million years to travel from one 

sun to the next on average (one sand grain to the next, yes, 1.6 Million years) to get from one sand 

grain to the next (from one star to the next) 

o It would take you 11 825 913 091 times to go to Cape Town and back from Johannesburg just to 

move from one little sand grain to the next 

 The closets other galaxy on the beach is 650 meters away (remember that each sand grain against the other 

of say 1 mm represents 37 842 921 890 323 km apart multiplied by 650 000 (650 meters converted to mm), 

so M31 is very very far away (2 and 19 zeroes), BUT it is our closets galaxy! (I will not even try and 

explain other galaxies) 

 The closets other galaxy (M31) is 65 meters in diameter compared to our Milky Way which is 25 meters in 

diameter so it is much larger 

 Galaxy M31 of 65 meters in diameter has so many stars as the top layer of sand grains in that 65 meters, but 

this time about 24 cm deep, so a lot of starts (estimated 1 trillion) 

 The closest other galaxy is actually moving towards us at a “staggering” 112 Km in only 1 second, heading 

for a major crash...  Are you now concerned?  Do not worry, with these vast distances, it will take Billions 

of years.  You can even demonstrate this as well by going to the other galaxy 650 meter away and then note 

that it will move closer to the Milky Way 1 sand grain (1 mm) at a time every 10 700 years (so sit there and 

move closer to the “Milky Way” you drew 650 meters away by 1 mm every 10 700 years if you live that 

long.., and you will take a few billion years to reach your “Milky Way”.  The above is illustrated below: 
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What if you want to illustrate other Galaxies even further away?  Forget it! (earth is too “short”. 

 

EXERCISE 2: DEMONSTRATING HOW SMALL CREATION IS 

This one is easier.  Pick up 1 little grain of sand (brush off all the other sand grains sticking to your hand) and then 

imagine the following: 

 Taking all the grains of sand on the beaches and deserts and squashing them smaller and smaller and smaller 

and eventually into that one little grain of sand on your finger tip!  Can you imagine this?  This is how small 

atoms are, so many as all the sand on the beaches and deserts can fit into one grain of sand!  That is how 

small creation is as we know of currently (“as we know of currently”, as it might be much smaller). 

 

 

EXERCISE 3: DEMONSTRATING HOW COMPLEX CREATION IS 

Now let us analyse human DNA and demonstrate how complex it is.  Clean out a patch of 57 meters by 57 meters 

of sand (hope you have enough beach) and note that each little grain of sand against each other within that patch 

of beach would represent 2 base pairs of DNA code.  So when you have drawn a square of 57 meters by 57 meters 

and you look at all the sand grains in that patch, know that each one is part of the formula to code your body 

features and personality.  Look at all the grains in that square and imagine how many code combinations are 

needed to define us? (and then people want to say we accidently developed via evolution! We are purposely 

formulated with these codes).  Each person’s code is different, although 90% are the same (example, the sand 

grains look different if you had to select other 57m x 57m patches next to it).  Maybe this is the reason why God 

had to make Atoms and DNA so small, because all this code had to “fit” inside our bodies (just imagine if the 

DNA was “huge”, say as big as a sand grain, we would have to be giants as tall as a 50 story building).   

 

 

EXERCISE 4: DEMONSTRATING OUR TIME ON EARTH VERSUS ETERNITY 

Assume that an average life represents 100 years on earth and that this is represented by 1 grain of sand of 1 mm 

in size.  Pick-up 1 grain of sand and clean your hand by removing all the excess grains of sand and this 1 little 

grain of sand on your finger tip would represent your entire life on earth (I have written a separate article on this 

called “What are you doing on your little sand grain”).   

 

Now look at all the sand on the beach around you 

and assume that each little grain of sand on the 

beach represents 100 years.  Imagine all the sand 

on the beaches to the south and north of you that 

you cannot see, each grain representing 100 years.  

Now imagine all the sand on all the beaches 

around the world and on all the deserts each 

representing 100 years, so Zillions and Zillions and 

Zillions of years and that is not even able to 

demonstrate or illustrate eternity, but will at least 

give you an idea of the life afterwards which is 

awaiting us in heaven.   So the important question 

is: “What are you doing with your brief time on 

earth, because what you do here, will determine 

your life on all the other sand grains (and more) 

afterwards?” 
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BONUS EXERCISE 5: PUTTING LARGE FIGURES IN CONTEXT  

For your children it is difficult to understand or visualise large figures/amounts like One Million, but on the beach 

it is easier, because sand is so small.  Below are some figures you can demonstrate to your children on the beach 

assuming each sand grain is on average 1 mm in size (if the sand is finer or more coarse by a factor of say 2, 

adapt the distances by either dividing by 2 for finer sand or multiplying it for more coarse sand) : 

 

THE AMOUNT I WANT 

TO SHOW MY CHILD 

(assumption: 1 sand grain 

= 1mm in size) 

WHAT TO MEASURE OFF ON THE BEACH (use a thin instrument like a 

knitting needle so that the line you draw is not too thick/wide). The number 

of grains represented will be one sand grain thick (top surface only), so 

ignore the ones below, just look at the top layer. 

What 100 looks like (in 

sand grains) 

Flatten the sand and make a square of 1 cm by 1 cm  

What 10 000 looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 10 cm by 10 cm  

What 250 000 looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 50 cm by 50 cm  

What 1 million looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 1 meter by 1 meter 

What 4 million looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 2 m by 2 m  

What 25 million looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 5 m by 5 m  

What 100 million looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 10 m by 10 m  

What 900 million looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 30 m by 30 m  

What 1.6 Billion looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 40 m by 40 m  

What 10 Billion looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 100 m by 100 m (if there is enough space)  

What 250 Billion looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of ½ Km by ½ Km  (ja right) 

What 1 Trillion looks like Flatten the sand and make a square of 1 Km by 1 Km (you probably going to 

need a desert here) 

To show the distance 

between our Sun and our 

nearest Star (or the average 

distance between starts) 

You would need to flatten over 6 Km of sand by over 6 Km of sand and each 

little sand grain in that massive square would represent 1 Km in distance, yes, 

each grain.  To illustrate the distance across the Milky Way, you would need to 

make a square of almost 2 000 Km by 2 000 Km and all the little sand grains in 

that massive square would each represent 1 Km in distance. 
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The circle below is the distance of Stars you can ever see with the naked eye in the night sky from a very dark 

place (we and our Sun would basically be in the middle of that circle).  You are thus only able see a fraction of 

just the Milky Way’s stars and not see the Billions and Billions of other similar Galaxies with their Billions and 

Billions of starts inside them. 
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ANNEXURE A:  SHORTCUT METHOD 
The exercises below are the same as above, but short and sweet to the point (for more info go back to the top). 

Note: I will try and illustrate the number of stars as well as distances between them using sand grains (assuming 

the same size grains).  

 

EXERCISE 1:  HOW LARGE IS CREATION? 
Find a large open patch on the beach and make a circle of 25 meters in diameter (try to make the surface nice and flat if you 

can).  If you have enough space, measure off 650 meters and draw another circle of 65 meters in diameter ((try to also make 

that surface nice and flat if you can).  Now show your child the two circles and tell them that: 

 The smaller one is our Milky Way and the 25 meters represent the size of our Milky Way while each sand grain in the 

circle represents a star (sun) in our Milky Way up to 2 sand grains deep). 

 The average distance between each sand grain (which is actually lying against each other) represents 4 Light Years 

apart in real life out there (a light year distance is given above).   

 Our sun is 6.75 meters from the center of the circle (earth is too small to illustrate, else you would need to cut one of 

the sand grains up into more than 100 pieces and use one of those microscopic pieces to represent Earth) 

 The second circle (650 meters away) represents our closest large galaxy “neighbor” (remember each sand grain within 

that 650 meters or 650 000 mm represents 4 Light Years, so 650 000 x 4 x 1 light year distance, in short very very far 

away) 

 The number of sand grains in the second circle being 65 meters wide and 24 cm deep, represents the size and number 

of stars in the M31 galaxy.  

    

EXERCISE 2: HOW SMALL IS CREATION? 

Pick up one sand grain of 1 mm.  Now can you believe that the number of Atoms in that grain of sand equals all 

the sand around you and on all the beaches and deserts in the world!  So small is an Atom.   

 

EXERCISE 3: HOW COMPLEX IS CREATION? 

There is apparently 3.2 Billion base pairs in DNA that contain the “code” that define us, our personalities, facial 

and body features, skin type, liver function, etc...  To illustrate 3.2 Billion, mark off 57 meters by 57 meters on the 

beach (if you have enough space) and all the sand grains in this large square would calculate to around 3.2 Billion.  

So each sand grain in that square that you can see represents 1 DNA code (Google “Dip Switches” if you want, as 

the DNA is almost like Dip Switches). . 

 

EXERCISE 4: HOW INSIGNIFICANT IS OUR TIME ON EARTH? 

Pick up one grain of sand and hold it on your finger tip.  Now assume that one grain of sand represents your life 

on earth of 100 years.  Now look around you and consider each sand grain to represent 100 years.  Life after death 

(eternity) is thus all the sand around you and on all the beaches and on all the deserts (each sand grain of the 

Zillions and Zillions of grains = 100 years) and that is not even enough, as eternity is forever, so after you have 

lived 100 years on every little sand grain on the beach around you and 100 years on all the sand on all the other 

beaches on earth and on all the sand on all the deserts, you can start all over again and again and again, as life 

afterwards goes on forever (if there will be something like “time” in Heaven…).  

 

If you skipped the detail above and went directly to this Annexure A, there is a Bonus Exercise 5 above that you 

might also find interesting to show your children.  

 

I hope you enjoy the rest of your Holiday and never forget to look around you to enjoy 

nature/creation and marvel at how large, small, complex, interesting and wonderful it is!!!!!  
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4. RECAP QUESTIONS: 
NO QUESTION YOUR ANSWER 

1 How many meters by meters is 4 million 

sand grains? 

 

2 If you tried to drive to the nearest star at 

120Km/h driving 10 hours a day and 

resting, how long more or less to get there? 

 

3 57 meters wide by 57 meters long filled 

with little sand grains against each other is 

3.2 billion sand grains.  What does this 

represent  

 

 

5. RELATED/LINKED ARTICLES: 
NO RELATED ARTICLES COMMENTS 

 To be completed later  

   

   

   

 

 

 


